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It’s just what you’re 
looking for.
It’s easy to get lost in all the options for your new kitchen.  
Or worse yet, feel deflated because your expectations  
always seem to exceed your budget. Don’t give up.

With KraftMaid Simplicity®, you can get the KraftMaid®  
cabinets you want, in a style you’ll love, all while sticking  
to your budget. Really.

Here’s how:

• We solve the selection dilemma by focusing  
on only the most popular door styles.

• We’ve chosen a color palette that lets you combine  
any paint and stain with foolproof results.

• We know the features homeowners want in their  
cabinetry, so we include them upfront.

• We build cabinets with quality construction and  
back them with a 25-Year Limited Warranty.

• Finally, we deliver it all at a competitive price.  
Because we know budgets can be tight, but you  
still want great value for your money.
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We’re the strong, simple type.

Rugged, 1/2" engineered  
wood end panels (plywood  

option available)

I-beam supports improve  
base cabinet stability

Full-extension drawer glides rated  
to 90 lbs – no space goes unused

Adjustable, soft-close hinges  
keep everything in line

Full-depth, 3/4" shelves  
maximize storage

Sturdy dovetail  
construction

For half a century, KraftMaid has focused on quality 
construction. It’s how we’ve earned our reputation as the 
number one name in cabinetry. Expect nothing less here. 

25-Year Limited Warranty 

Choose KraftMaid Simplicity with confidence, knowing that your cabinets  
are warranted to be free of defects in material and workmanship for 25 years.  
We care about quality and durability as much as you do.
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DuraKraft™ Plus Finishing System 

KraftMaid Simplicity cabinets feature a proprietary, multistep finishing 
process that ensures beauty, durability and protection from everyday life. 
It’s a finish that doesn’t quit.
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Just starting? Follow the ABCs 
(and D) of smart planning.

Activities

Think about how you use your kitchen. (Or how you wish you could.) More home-
cooked meals or more catered gatherings? Does it serve double duty as your home 
office? Need a place for your pooch? Planning space and storage around your daily 
pursuits and recurring events will guide you to the must-haves for your new room. 

Budget

A common rule of thumb for a kitchen remodel is to set your budget at 15% of  
your home’s value. Expect to dedicate the largest portion of your budget – at least 
one-third – to cabinets. Use this as a starting point and adjust to find a number 
you’re comfortable investing. 

Configuration

Have a floor plan that works pretty well for you, but just needs a new look? 
Dreaming about adding an island? Need more room in one particular work zone? 
Want to start entirely from scratch? Share your layout ideas with your designer.

Dimensions

Grab some rough measurements of your space so your designer knows what you’re 
working with. Include overall length, width and height of the room. Measure and map 
out all the windows, doors and the location of existing plumbing. 

There are a few key things to consider as you set out to create your 
kitchen. You’ll come to the right solutions more quickly and easily if 
you work through these basic steps. 
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+ +

CABINETS: Thornton | EverCore® | Dove White 

ISLAND: Thornton | Maple | Barley

Room Style: Transitional 
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Room Style: Transitional 

+ +

UPPER CABINETS: Thornton | EverCore | Pebble Grey 

LOWER CABINETS: Thornton | EverCore | Midnight 
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+ +

Room Style: Farmhouse 

CABINETS: Wilmington | Maple | Natural 

ISLAND: Wilmington | EverCore | Rainfall
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CABINETS AND ISLAND: Piermont Full | Rustic Alder | Husk

+

Room Style: Traditional 
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CABINETS: Ralden | EverCore | Pebble Grey 

ISLAND: Ralden | EverCore | Harbor

+ +

Room Style: Contemporary 
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Always the right choice.

Does the thought of committing to a color make you break out in a cold sweat? 
Relax. We’ve narrowed in on a selection of on-trend paints and rich stains designed 
to look great in any combination. Choose one. Or pick any paint and stain pairing. 
You’ll love the results – and all the compliments you’ll get.

Paints
Paint available exclusively on EverCore – a durable, affordable door  

and drawer material that delivers a particularly smooth painted finish.

Dove White Pebble Grey Moonshine

Midnight Harbor Rainfall

• Create a focal point with contrasting color, like a stained center island 
surrounded by painted cabinets. Or vice versa.

• Use different finishes for upper and lower cabinets for a designer look. Place the 
darker of the two colors below the countertop to visually ground the room.

• Worried about color overload? Pair up two similar colors, like Moonshine and 
Pebble Grey. Or stick with one species of wood, but showcase it in both its 
Natural finish and in a midtone stain, like Saddle.

Color Combinations 101
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Stains

Cannon Grey (Maple) Cannon Grey (Cherry) Husk (Hickory)

Husk (Alder) Saddle (Maple) Saddle (Cherry)

Slate (Maple) Barley (Maple) Barley (Cherry) 

Natural (Maple) Baltic (Alder) Molasses (Hickory)
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Focused on style.

Everyone has a certain look they’re going for. From timeless 
traditional to clean-lined contemporary, we’ve got you covered 
with this collection of the most popular KraftMaid door styles.

Fielding Thornton Geneva

Ralden Thaxton Sonora
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• Raised panel doors, like Piermont, offer that classic, traditional look. 

• On the other end of the spectrum, the sleek Fielding slab door style  
fits more contemporary spaces. 

• In between, you’ll find Shaker door options (Thornton and Thaxton)  
that are versatile enough to go with almost any design style, and 
Wilmington, a beaded center panel door that’s perfect for a coastal, 
cottage or farmhouse vibe.

Style 101

Brooks Wilmington Piermont
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The inside story.

There’s going to be a lot going on in your kitchen. So, we’ve come up with a host 
of ideas to help you stay neat and organized. Here, we’ve featured just a few of 
the ways you can personalize your storage with KraftMaid Simplicity accessories. 
Talk to your Home Depot kitchen designer about how you plan to use your space. 
They’ll help you find the right options for your needs. 

Base Pantry Pull-Out Wine Rack

Wood Tiered Drawer Storage Deluxe Roll-Out Tray
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CABINETS: Thornton | EverCore | Moonshine ISLAND: Thornton | EverCore | Pebble Grey
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